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Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 

�2C�C*??* ون@*,?* ا!<=>*,� ;:9 .. 00/..5678' أ23ل..00/..)' �*,+*ت, ا!-*,+*ت )' ا&ردن: ا! �
)' ,OP ا!-*,+N , ن@*,?* IJ K7=LM هGا ا!5@*م, )' �*,+*ت أ8 ى. 'ا!-*,+*ت وا!5@*م ا&, ی>

Q6ا&!<*ن N6ه2  ن@*م أ, ی>'. ن@*,?* ا!<*ن', ا&ردن R@J&9 ا!*S!3' ا!-*,+*ت )' ا*M *,ا!5@*م , أ
 credit(و)' ا!5@*م اT, ی>' ی+=<V7J U ن@*م ال . ا!<+=<U )' ا!=+R67 ا!-*,+' ه2 ا!5@*م اT, ی>'

hours(ون@*م ال )lecturing (/UY=>!ی*ت اT2!ا '( Q6( رق , وه2 ا!<+<2ل*( U�2ی T 26] أنYM
واa` أو آ^I6M *,  6 ن@*م ا!=:-6� ون@*م اU>=JTا !Q,O+7 وا!R@5 ا!<Q]7=L ا!N\*L )' ا!T2ی*ت 

Q6ردنTا!-*,+*ت ا I,  ^آTء اc-!ردن )' اTا �*ت e, *+^f ) و3..ا!<=UYة IJ ا!<2�2دة )' دا8
 R?J*=M Q>!*+!ن@*م ا N6ا!-*,+*ت ا&ردن g+M '( 2أن )(ABCD grading R?,*@و)' أ8 ی*ت ن 

�*,+*ت U>=+C )[' . إ!Q6>!*M I6+^:(.../ 80 V وث<*نQ6>!*M I6 وQ6>!*M. .Q6>!*M I6+:C, ا!5@*م ا!<2kي
ا!-*,+*ت 2YCل و)' ,Y*وTت !^+g ..00یABC..(Q(ا!5@*م ا!+O,*ت ا!<2kیN و)' ن@*م ا!+O,*ت ال

!>25 )' ا!S*!9 اR@JT ن@*م ا!+O,*ت ه2ن ن@*م ا!<2kي ا!7' ه2ي ABC ( V7J U>=+M(!5@*م ال
I?6( �n; '7!ا!>2رس*ت ا �>-, '( 9!*p!67?* اJ �n; '7!ا N6q6qY!ا N,O+!ا N^:ن..  

 
 
English translation: 

 

Man: Universities in Jordan -- there are universities … ah … let’s say … ah … their 
complete trends and systems match American universities and systems. There are other 
universities that have a different system. For example, there is the Jordanian German 
University, its system is German. As for the rest of the universities, in most cases it’s an 
American system. The adopted system at university level is American. The American 
system relies on credit hours, lecturing system, which is what’s used in the US, in a way 
that there isn’t a big difference among the registration system, grading system, and 
different systems of the United States and those found in Jordanian universities, of course 
with some differences: in some Jordanian universities the grading system is A,B,C, and 
there are others that adopt the numeric system, as in 70%, 80%, 90%, etc. There are 
universities that adopt the numeric system, others go with the A,B,C … ah… some 
universities try to change into the A,B,C system, but the overwhelming majority has the 
numeric system, which depends on the actual grade obtained by a student and the sum of 
his courses.   
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